Are MAP kinases drug targets? Yes, but difficult ones.
Pharmaceutical companies are facing an increasing interest in new target identification and validation. In particular, extensive efforts are being made in the field of protein kinase inhibitors research and development, and the past ten years of effort in this field have altered our perception of the potential of kinases as drug targets. Therefore, in the drug discovery process, the selection of relevant, susceptible protein kinase targets combined with searches for leads and candidates have become a crucial approach. The success of recent launches of protein kinase inhibitors (Gleevec, Imatinib, Sutent, Iressa, Nexavar, Sprycel) gave another push to this field. Numerous other kinase inhibitors are currently undergoing clinical trials or clinical development. Some questions are nevertheless unanswered, mostly related to the great number of known kinases in the human genome, to their similarity with each other, to the existence of functionally redundant kinases for specific pathways, and also because the connection between particular pathways and diseases is not always clear. The review is leading the reader through a panoramic view of protein kinase inhibition with a major focus on MAPK, successful examples and clinical candidates.